
11-11-2023 USPA Masterclass #48 Zoom Chat: 

Connecting Remote-Viewing Data with Replicable Video Evidence of Extraterrestrial Involvement with 

Earth with Courtney Brown 

0:22:50 Gayle B: Hoosier here! 

0:42:52 USPA Enjoying USPA Mastersclasses?  Please become a member!  Already a member, 

consider a donation by the end of the year!!!   psychotronics.org is our website 

1:02:56 Tanya H: How may I learn Remote Viewing from you? 

1:03:51 Lalita S: utube site name would be appreciated. 

1:04:41 USPA Question go here in the Chat! 

1:04:43 Libby R: The videos and remote viewing sessions that have been published are mostly about 

negative beings.  Are you seeing any positive beings, and what are they doing?  They 

must be doing something to help and assist humans, but what is that? 

1:05:26 Cynthia W: Reacted to "The videos and remot..." with 👍 

1:06:21 Dianne: Reacted to "The videos and remot..." with 👍🏼 

1:08:39 USPA Reacted to "The videos and remot..." with 👍 

1:14:02 Gayle N: Reacted to "The videos and remot..." with 👍 

1:21:55 Libby R: I have seen that “flash fossilization” (fossilization that happens in seconds) has 

happened about 7 times in Earth’s history.  Have you seen anything like this in your 

sessions?  Also see MontanaMegaliths.com for this, too. 

1:22:24 Gail W: http://courtneybrown.com/ is Courtney's website. 

1:22:52 USPA Reacted to "http://courtneybrown..." with 👍 

1:30:55 Gail W: https://www.instagram.com/courtneybrownfarsight/?hl=en 

1:33:59 Michael S: Was an attack from space the cause of the “Great Flood”? 

1:35:46 Evan P. How do you make sure These are not insects or plant material you are recording? 

1:36:04 Savannah G: There can be unidentified flying objects without extraterrestrials though. Like the just 

CIA or something with tech they haven’t told us about 

1:36:32 LeRoy B: Courtney, thank you very much for a fantastic presentation!  I appreciate your history 

of Farsight, again very interesting. 

1:36:45 Gayle N: 😃 

1:41:29 Charlie B: Please tell us about what they’ve learned about the ET agenda. 

1:42:10 Charlie B: Are ET’s preparing for some kind of global disclosure? 

1:42:32 Charlie B: Are ET’s willing to share some of their energy propulsion technology with us? 

1:44:05 Theresa V: Awesome information! Thank you 

1:44:06 Kathleen D: I was legally blind and as a 50 year old had cataract surgery and lenses put in my eyes 

and able to see better than most. I never forget when I got my eyes fixed that I could 

see for the first time in my life. 

1:45:07 Tom Z: https://www.amazon.com/Walking-Among-Us-Control-Humanity/dp/1938875141 

1:50:21 Shri G: This has been an excellent presentation.  I learned a lot 

1:51:33 Linda N: Any info about what is going on in Trump's head. 

1:52:13 Peg P: Reacted to "Any info about what ..." with 👍 

1:52:16 Evan P. How do the "good ETs" help the general public? 

1:53:50 Carlos P: The Panasonic GH6 offers 75 fps but the Sony RX 100 Mark V offers 960 fps for half 

the price... 

1:55:39 Jimmer P: Sorry, I have to leave the room. Great information. Thanks 



1:56:36 Evan P. How do you know "Harvey" belongs to the "good ETs"? 

1:56:57 Libby R: Reacted to "How do you know "Har..." with 👍 

1:57:22 Ermion P: Do you still train people on remote viewing? 

1:58:27 Carlos P: I was not expecting this kind of information, really surprising... a lot. If they do such a 

study on the history of mankind, it would be nice if they would try to provide not only 

a retelling of the facts but also, as far as possible, evidence of it 

2:00:14 Evan P. How do you know "Harvey" belongs to the "good ETs"? Channeling is not Remote 

viewing. RV is supposed to be blind. How do you know who "Harvey" really is? 

2:02:09 Libby R: Reacted to "How do you know "Har..." with 👍 

2:04:06 Evan P. How do the "good ETs" help the general public? 

2:04:58 L O: Could you possibly describe these 2 categories of beings as angels and demons? 

2:05:14 Dianne: Reacted to "Could you possibly d..." with ✨ 

2:05:23 Charlie B: Might the “good ETs” be willing to share advanced energy-related technology to help 

us combat climate change? 

2:05:24 Gene G: Wasn’t there a release of UFO info under the freedom of information act, a few 

months ago? 

2:09:57 Michael S: have you remote viewed Skin Walker Ranch? 

2:10:35 Kathleen D: I also know what you said about Atlantas to be true! 

2:13:27 Michael T: Im shadow banned for my psychokinetic weather modification work lol it sucks 

2:15:55 Janet L.M: In my meditation the other day, I asked if there was any Being who would like to join 

me and I was surprised  a male ET clad in a tight-fitting sapphire blue suit with an 

insignia on his uniform that looked like 2 lotus petals opposite each other with an 

intense blue lighted gem in the middle.  Wow! Is this a way these positive ETs get 

permission to help us? Courtney - thanks for an amazing presentation. 

2:17:35 Charlie B: Would the  good ET’s be willing to share advanced energy info to help slow climate 

change? 

2:18:30 Gail W: Speaking of Veterans, Thank you to all who served! 

2:19:06 Gayle N: Reacted to "Speaking of Veterans..." with 👍 

2:19:08 USPA Reacted to "Would the  good ET’s..." with ❤✨ 

2:22:38 Gayle N: Excellent! Thank you! 

2:22:43 Genevieve C: Merci 

2:23:04 Sandra G: Thank you so much! 

2:23:06 Ermion P: Thank you. This was excellent 

2:23:10 Maria P: Thank you …. 

2:23:34 Carlos P: Thank you 

2:23:44 Lalita S: Thank you  so much. 

2:23:54 Dianne: Thank you 

 


